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Atmospheric Balloons for Persistent In-Situ Measurements in Hurricanes

dry (19) except for the layer of air in contact with
the ocean. Temperature and moisture profiles
obtained every 30 to 60 km by dropsondes (20)
along the NRL aircraft track (Fig. 2A) show the
dryness (relative humidity generally well below
100%) above 1000 m in the eye of Rita (Fig. 3A,
green and red curves). Similar dryness seen above
1000 m in the moat (Fig. 3A, blue curve) together
with the downward motion throughout the zone
Severe hurricanes are both costly and deadly. AccuThe problem is formulated in the Model Predictive Con-between the old and new eyewall (Fig. 2, C and D)
suggests that the moat region was not a passive
rate long-term forecasts of their path and intensity are
trol framework. The objective is to minimize the
aver
imperative to protect property and save lives. Extenage distance from a target trajectory r̄, z̄, ∆θ̄ij . Thevoid between the two eyewalls. It was a dynamic
entity that would take on the characteristics of an
sive real-time measurements within hurricanes, espeobjective function
eye and join with the original eye, thus snuffing
cially near their core, are essential for supplementing
out the original eyewall.
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in order to improve such forecasts. Current operaij
tualizes our view of the eyewall replacement in
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Rita. The center portion consisting of the eye
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as dropsondes and repeated manned and unmanned airand the old eyewall reflects a conventional pic(ri − r̄) +
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craft flights over and within the hurricane, are both exture of eye dynamics. Immediately outside the
i
pensive and limited in duration. In the present work,
original storm core, the new eyewall and moat
mimic the old eyewall and eye, respectively. To
it is demonstrated how a swarm of robust, inexpensive,
weighting the distance from the target and the controldescribe the replacement, we first consider the
buoyancy-controlled, sensor-laden balloons can be decost, is minimized subject to the equation of motion
conventional eye structure in the center of the
ployed and controlled in an energetically-efficient, codiagram. The old eyewall circulation draws in
ordinated fashion, for days at a time, to continuously
ẋi = fi (xi ) + Bui
near-surface air both from outside the eyewall
monitor relevant properties (pressure, humidity, temand from within the eye itself (6). The air in the
perature, windspeed) over the hurricane as it develops.
where f (xi ) is the flow velocity at the balloon locationeye sinks to compensate for this transfer of air
T
into the eyewall (18). Also contributing to the
Rather than fighting the gale-force winds in the storm,
xi , B = [0, 0, 1] and ui is the control (vertical) velocsubsidence in the eye is turbulent mixing of antheir the strong and predictable stratification is leverity of each balloon. The flow velocity f (xi ) is obtainedgular momentum at the interface of the rapidly
aged in order to disperse and mantain the balloons into a
by repeated, short term forecasts (≈ 1h) obtained usingrotating eyewall and more quiescent eye region
favorable, time-evolving distribution over the hurricane.
(21). The subsidence warms and dries the air
operational weather numerical models (e.g. WRF).
within the eye, thus producing the cloud-free
hole commonly
characterizing
the center within
of
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these storms
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imagery
(Fig.
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afterupward
less than
four hours,
target configuration is obsea surface
and maintains
highthe
humidity
in the lowest layer of the eye. The air at low
levels within the inner eye draws energy from
the sea more effectively because it is at low
pressure (so that the moist enthalpy in equilibrium with the sea is elevated) and because strong
winds whipping the moisture off the sea surface
often extend well inward from the eyewall. The
moisture in the lower layer is also maintained by
air near the ocean surface that flows under rather
than turning upward into the eyewall, and by a
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spect
to the of
moving
hurricane
center) and vertical posiThe eye is a region of singular dynamics
determined by the spinning motion of the air in
the eyewall, the buoyancy of the cloudy air in
the eyewall, the large-scale environment of the
storm, and the thermodynamic and turbulent
character of the ocean surface. In the initial
stages of a tropical cyclone, before a closed eyewall forms, convective clouds occur in ambient
air, whose condition is characteristic of the

large-scale atmospheric conditions in the region
(17). Once formed, a circular eyewall effectively
fences off a portion of the environment air. The
trapped air is then modified by the near-field
effect of the eyewall. Latent heat released in the
surrounding eyewall cloud induces a circulation
that draws low-level air out of the eye region
(18), causing air farther aloft within the eye to
subside. Consequently, the air in the eye is very
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these are computationally inexpensive approximation of coherent Lagrangian surfaces

tained. B OTTOM - LEFT: leveraging the flowfield, one of
the groups of four balloons is directed out to a larger target radius. B OTTOM - RIGHT: the balloons are returned to
their initial configuration. The gray surface represents the
time-evolving manifold of zero radial velocity.

Tracks (in gray) of a group of four balloons within a
WRF simulation of hurricane Katrina from 0000 UTC
28 August 2005 to 1500 UTC 29 August 2005. White
symbols mark the location of the balloons every 6 hours.
In color: 10m velocity field every 18 hours.

